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The definitive guide from the world's best-known sailboat maintenance expert Don Caseyâ€™s
Complete Illustrated Sailboat Maintenance Manual combines six core volumes into a single, utterly
dependable resource that answers every frequent question, explains every major system, and helps
you keep your boat and its components shipshape. More than 2,500 clear and detailed illustrations
guide you step by step through every procedure. Caseyâ€™s technical virtuosity, his user-friendly
explanations, and Peter Compton's diesel engine expertise make even the more complicated
repairs and improvements easy to understand. This must-have guide saves you time, money, and
grief as you learn the fastest, easiest, most effective ways to: Evaluate the condition of your boat or
one youâ€™re about to purchase Repair structural damage to your fiberglass sailboat Improve or
repair your sailboatâ€™s electrical system Troubleshoot, maintain, and repair your boatâ€™s diesel
engine Put a professional-looking finish on your boatâ€™s hull, deck, spars, wood, and trim Make
and repair sails, sail covers, dodgers, awnings, sailbags, and bimini tops
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This book is a must have for the occasional do-it-your-selfer. Being a compilation of all of the Don
Casey books on sailboat maintenance, I find myself pulling this book off the shelf more often than
any other maintenance book I own.I find the drawings and step by step instructions to be well
thought out and easy to follow. Geared for the occasional weekend warrior, this book shows you
how to do it right while pointing out many of the pitfalls that often accompany a sailboat
maintenance project.I highly recommend it for those like me who own an aging sailboat but don't

have a Pentagon sized budget laying on the side to give the yard.

This is compilation of 5 Don Casey's books, but only very small portions of material are doubled.
There is part on marine diesel, but there isn't on marine gas engine. Fiberglass repair chapter
describes only strightforward repairs of the hull. I couldn't find much info about propeler and rudder
shafts repairs. But these are my only complains.Besides it is excellent book full of very clear
pictures. Great source of info about materials and paints, great chapter on AC/DC systems etc.I
probably won't buy any other "sailboat repairs" book.

I own a 30 foot sailboat that is just about 30 years old. Although my boat is in overall good condition,
there are always things to touch up and fix.I am extremely happy with this book and refers to it
constantly before attemtption a new task. A few of the things I have used the book for: - Refinishing
interior wood - Maintaining the engine (oil changes, valve settings, shaft alinghtment) - Maintaining
topsides (gelcoat repairs, general maintenance and upkeep, re-sealing deck hardware) - Electrical
work, troubleshooting stray currents and partial re-wiring - Maintaining and fixing the head - Canvas
work is next. :-)I am amazed at Don Casey's huge knowledge on sailboat maintenance and repair. I
do not think there is a better or more copmlete book on the subject of sailboat maintenance.I highly
recommend this book for all sailboat owners. I can also reconmmend it as a gift.Fair winds to you!

Besides the basic required USCG Rules of Navigation, there are only two books I consider
absolutely essential to ownership of a sailboat. The first is Nigel Calder's "Mechanical and Electrical
Systems for Boats". The other is Don Casey's "Complete Illustrated Sailboat Maintenance Manual".
These books complement one another beautifully. Don't leave port without 'em!

I just got this book in from . I need to work on my own 30 year old L. F. Herreshoff designed H-28
sailboat. I ordered two Don Casey books. These books by Don Casey cover 99% of the things
which I need to work on, complete with drawings and diagrams. This book gives you an extensive
list of information topics for repairing your boat properly. This book is a reference book and doesn't
spend a lot of time on any one subject. This book is well worth ordering if you plan on doing any
repairs to your sailboat.Update (2 weeks later):I've had a chance to look closer at this book and I
just reduced my opinion of this book from 5 Stars to 4 Stars. The reason was his explanation on
Basic Electronics. I came away scratching my head and wondering what the heck he was saying.
This is information from a Physic's Course for people who understand it better. What he considered

were his layman's explanations were still over my head.However, I found his How-To information
very useful. Even his How-To on electronics was very useful. But if you need to know exact
numbers on how much electricity that you are pulling and how much you need (And you have been
out of school as long as I have been), I would suggest ordering an additional book on boat
electronics. (I suggest "Boatowner's Illustrated Electrical Handbook" by Charlie Wing.)Beyond his
attempt (failed attempt in my case) at educating the general public on Basic Electronics, this is a
good book to have on board your boat for a quick reference to repairs.

Beware when you buy Don Casey-books. If you are not careful, you end up with buying the same
books twice. This book is a compilation of 6 books by Don Casey that has previously been
published separately.Don Casey is easy to read, but at the same time he is never shallow. There
are plenty of illustrations. Here you get a lot of information. It is written for sailboats, but I think every
boat-owner should have a copy.

This is an interesting book that I am enjoying quite a bit. All line drawings, no photos but what
seems to be a good cross section of techniques and things to look for. The reason I say read the
title completely is that it states (in the description...the cover of the book does not state the
information the same): "Don Casey's Complete Illustrated Sailboat Maintenance Manual: Including
Inspecting the Aging Sailboat, Sailboat Hull and Deck Repair, Sailboat Refinishing..." When it says
"Including Inspecting the Aging Sailboat", it means the actual book that is sold under a separate
cover and in paperback: looks like page for page, chapter by chapter to be the same except that the
paperback is in b&w whereas the hardcover that includes the same information includes blue as
one of the colors (I bought both...oops). At any rate, I'm not griping about either of the books, just
informing that if this book is purchased, buying the paperback is redundant.
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